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industry. Chetham was a manufacturer of fustians, in which
capacity he employed spinners and weavers: in 1619 he
and his brother had a joint stock of about ten thousand
pounds, and they divided between them the control of ' the
factory and business ' in Manchester and in London. At the
same time he was a general merchant dealing in a variety
of articles ; and among the rest he supplied cotton wool and
linen yarn, probably to the small producers mentioned above,
his accounts including items for the retail sale of Cyprus
wool (cotton) and Irish yarn (linen)1.
Evidence of In the eighteenth century evidence of capitalism in the
i^thf1™™ c°tt°n industry becomes more abundant. A witness informed
eighteenth a parliamentary committee in 1736 that he and his brother
century. employed upwards of six hundred looms in the weaving of
fustians, and that one weaver provided work for at least
four spinners 2. -It is significant, in this connexion, to observe
that cotton operatives were included in the Act of 1749
against combinations 3—a further indication that the in-
dustry was organized on capitalist lines. In the face of the
growing demand for cotton goods at home and abroad, it
was found difficult to maintain a system under which the
market was supplied, even though only partially, by small
independent producers working on their own; and the
expansion of the market afforded increasing scope for the
enterprise of the capitalist entrepreneur. Ogden, whose
Description of Manchester was published in 1783, gave the
following version of the changes through which he conceived
the Manchester trade to have passed. He related that at
first the Manchester ' chapmen ' were nothing more than
dealers who made their purchases of cloth at Bolton, then
' the principal market' for fustians, but who were forced
eventually to assume responsibility for the manufacturing
processes and the provision of materials 4. " These Man-
1	Raines and Sutton, Life of Humphrey Chetham, i. 13-15, 30.   There
were also yarn dealers in the eighteenth century.   A witness stated in
1736 that he bought ^1000 worth of linen yarn at a time, and sold most
of it to fustian manufacturers : House of Commons Journals, xxii. 566.
2	House of Commons Journals, xxii. 566.	8 Infra, vol. iii. 401.
4 This statement must be understood to apply only to some of the
Manchester dealers. Others, including Humphrey Chetham, were from the
first both dealers and manufacturers.

